
Propulsion in walking. Important to know the ideal 
function -and important to be able to observe the many variations 
and compensations people develop to not fall. Oct 2018  

Walk slowly. At what point are you the tallest? At what point is 
extension created ?   
Ideal walking lifts the heel of the behind foot pressing weight into 
the ball and big toes, shifting weight to the forward foot, as the 
ankle moves forward over the foot, in preparation for the back foot 
to lift. The knee of the behind foot starts out behind the pelvis and 
ends up in front. (we are focusing here on one aspect, and not 
looking at the many things that hips, pelvis, lumbars, ribs, sternum, 
shoulders, cervicals, spine, need to do. 

If you carry your weight too far forward you will walk by moving 
up and down or you will constantly be catching yourself from 
feeling you are falling too much forward. you will lift your thigh 
forward from the hip, peeling your back foot up off the floor with 
very little push off against the floor and shift your weight to the 
other foot instead of creating a forward propulsion and extension 
from the back leg's lifting heel, moving weight into the ball, before 
the foot lifts. with your  knee behind the pelvis. There will be no 
extension just up-and-down. 

If you carry weight too far backward, there is still less propulsion 
and less extension  as your knee has to be behind your pelvis to get 
extension. It makes it more difficult to use our ally in walking thats 
conserves half our energy. We are supposed to be able to just easily 
intend to fall forward and then let our reflexes lift a foot and catch 
us from falling forward. 

What happens if the ankle is stiff and has limited ability to flex?.


